Crowd counting in images is a widely explored but challenging task. Though recent convolutional neural network (CNN) methods have achieved great progress, it is still difficult to accurately count and even to precisely localize people in very dense regions. A major issue is that dense regions usually consist of many instances of small size, and thus exhibit very different density patterns compared with sparse regions. Localizing or detecting dense small objects is also very delicate. In this paper, instead of processing image pyramid and aggregating multi-scale features, we propose a simple yet effective Learning to Scale (L2S) module to cope with significant scale variations in both regression and localization. Specifically, L2S module aims to automatically scale dense regions into similar and reasonable scale levels. This alleviates the density pattern shift for density regression methods and facilitates the localization of small instances. Besides, we also introduce a novel distance label map combined with a customized adapted cross-entropy loss for precise person localization. Extensive experiments demonstrate that the proposed method termed AutoScale consistently improves upon state-of-the-art methods in both regression and localization benchmarks on three widely used datasets. The proposed AutoScale also demonstrates a noteworthy transferability under cross-dataset validation on different datasets.
INTRODUCTION
Crowd counting has recently attracted great interest owing to its importance in a wide range of applications, e.g., video monitor [1] , public security and city management [2] . Nevertheless, it is still difficult to accurately reason the count especially in dense regions, due to huge scale variations and severe occlusions.
Traditional regression methods [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] achieve desirable count performance in sparse regions but have difficulty in dense regions. As the deep learning prevails, current mainstream methods [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] leverage CNNs to regress density maps for crowd counting, boosting the counting accuracy. However, they still face some difficulties in dense regions. In particular, as shown in Fig. 1(a) , there usually exist significantly varied scales ranging from very large to extremely small heads in image domain, resulting in huge density pattern shifts and severe overlaps in the density map domain. This hinders accurate counting and does not provide precise head localization.
Different from density regression methods, detection-based methods aim to count by detecting each person one by one. Most of these methods [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] attempt to adapt face detection or pedestrian detection methods to detect people for crowd distributions and motion analysis. However, the box annotations for detection are very laborious. Besides, it is very difficult for object detection-based methods to detect person in highly congested region because of the severe occlusions and small scales. Some recent methods solve the problem of annotation shortage [16] or zoom in (at a fixed rate) to jointly regress density maps and localize person locations [17] . For both regression-based methods and detection-based methods, huge pattern shifts caused by scale variations is still an open issue for current CNN-based crowd counting methods. Many efforts for tackling the scale variation problem have been made by aggregating the multi-scale features [8] , [18] , [19] , designing multi-scale architectures [11] , [20] , or processing image pyramids [21] . However, counting in dense regions of extremely small heads still remains very challenging. In this paper, we propose a learning to scale (L2S) module to automatically learn suitable scale factors for rescaling dense regions into similar and reasonable scale levels. L2S is a simple yet effective module that can be easily integrated into CNNs, providing an end-to-end trainable model.
In particular, L2S attempts to mitigate the huge scale variations through rescaling dense regions into similar and suitable scale levels, and thus alleviating the severe pattern shifts. Since there is no ground-truth for the scale factor suggesting how much a given dense region should be zoomed ideally, the proposed L2S performs in an unsupervised clustering way via the center loss. We integrate the L2S into both regression-based method and a novel localization-based method. Specifically, for counting based on classical density map regression, we adopt a FPN [22] -like network for initial predictions, providing count for sparse regions and helping to automatically select dense region for further count refinement. The proposed L2S module generates an appropriate scale factor to rescale the selected dense region. A second count uses the same FPN-like network which shares parameters with initial prediction. It is performed on the rescaled dense region, and replaces the initial count on that region. To further provide person location information in addition to count, we also introduce a novel distance label map representation combined with an adapted cross-entropy loss for precisely localizing person heads. Different from the density maps given by the sum of Gaussian blobs (and thus have congested overlaps) as well as binary label maps [17] , the distance label map (see Fig. 1 (b)) can precisely indicate the exact head positions (corresponding to local minima) even in the highly congested regions and provide the scale information of person heads. We adopt the similar pipeline to the regressionbased method by simply changing the outputs from density maps to distance label maps.
Extensive experiments on ShanghaiTech Part A [8] , Shang-haiTech Part B [8] , and UCF-QNRF [23] datasets demonstrate that both the proposed regression-based method and localizationbased method achieve superior performance. Besides, we also conduct sufficient ablation studies to show the effectiveness of the proposed L2S and distance label map representation as well as adapted cross-entropy loss. Furthermore, the proposed method that we dub AutoScale also shows an appealing transferability under cross-dataset evaluations.
In summary, the main contributions of this paper are threefolds: 1) We propose a Learning to Scale (L2S) module to mitigate the scale variation issue in crowd counting. L2S can be easily integrated into current CNN-based methods and bring dense regions into similar scale levels, alleviating huge pattern shifts; 2) We introduce a novel distance label map representation for precise localization. The new distance label map learned with a novel adapted cross-entropy loss provides exact locations (by local minima) of the person heads even in the highly congested regions; 3) Based on the proposed L2S, both the proposed regression-based and localization-based AutoScale consistently outperform stateof-the-art methods and demonstrate superior transferability under cross-dataset validation setting. This paper extends its conference version [24] in three major aspects. 1) We further improve the counting performance by improving the whole network architecture. More specifically, we integrate the proposed L2S into a common FPN-like network. The dense region is adaptively selected. We adopt a parametershared network for both initial prediction and refinement on the rescaled (based on L2S) dense region. 2) We introduce a novel and effective distance label map representation combined with a customized adapted cross-entropy loss, which extends the original regression-based method to localization-based method, providing accurate head locations in addition to count. 3) We extend the proposed method to count vehicles, demonstrating its generality .
RELATED WORK
We shortly review some related works on crowd counting in Section. 2.1 and other vision tasks involving scaling operation in Section 2.2.
Crowd counting
Detection/localization-based methods. Traditional methods for crowd counting try to count by detecting person faces [25] , [26] or directly detecting pedestrians [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] . Nevertheless, box annotations for detection are quite laborious especially in extreme dense regions. A compromised kind of annotation is to point out the exact location (e.g., center point of head) of each person. Such annotation in terms of individual points hinders the use of powerful object detection pipelines [27] , [28] , [29] . Besides, detection methods usually suffer from severe occlusions in highly congested regions. Despite these difficulties, detection/localization methods have witnessed great progresses. Laradji et al. [30] leverage the watershed split method to split closed objects and localize objects through generating split blobs. Liu et al. [17] observe that zooming in (at a fixed rate) the dense region is effective for further localization. To tackle the shortage of the box annotations, Liu et al. [16] propose an impressive method to detect bounding boxes under the supervision of point-level annotations. Idrees et al. [23] attempt to localize people based on local maxima of predicted density map with a small Gaussian kernel.
Regression-based methods. Regression-based methods are existing mainstreams in crowd counting, thanks to the widely used CNNs. Before the era of deep learning, previous works [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [31] , [32] resort to different regression strategies, e.g., linear regression, Gaussian regression, ridge regression. Current regression-based methods [8] , [11] , [18] , [33] , [34] , [35] , [36] , [37] , [38] , [38] , [39] , [40] , [41] , [42] leverage CNNs to regress density maps, based on which not only the count but also the approximate distribution can be reasoned. Specifically, most recent crowd counting datasets only provide point-level annotations, which can be represented as binary maps B. For each pixel in the image domain p ∈ Ω, we have B(p) = P i=1 δ(p − p i ), where each head position p i is modeled as a delta function δ(p−p i ), and P refers to the total number of people in the image. The density map D on each pixel p is then generated by convolving B(p) with a Gaussian kernel G [8] :
where the Gaussian kernel σ i is a spread parameter.
Though regression-based methods have achieved significant progresses, there still exist several challenges, such as scale variations, perspective distortions, and noisy background interference. The variations in scales and perspectives that cause huge pattern shifts in both image and density map domains (See Fig. 1(a) ) are quite common in crowd counting. Multi-scale feature fusion [8] , [18] , [19] , [43] is an effective way to improve the ability of coping with different scales. The strategy of dividing and conquering is also applied to crowd counting. Sam et al. [11] and Babu et al. [20] adopt the scale classifiers [11] , [20] to predict the scale levels of different regions and further design models to separately deal with them. Liu et al. [44] attempt to count people in sparse regions through detection methods and regress density maps in dense regions.
Some auxiliary tasks are widely combined to improve density map estimations, e.g., foreground and background segmentation [37] , [38] , [45] , depth predictions [38] , [39] , and crowd velocity estimations [7] . The foreground masks [37] , [38] are usually used for filtering out noisy predictions in the background so that the estimation biases are relatively removed and the predictions become more accurate. The depth estimations [38] , [39] provide information about people scales, which are beneficial for density map estimation. Liu et al. [46] , [47] leverage the multitask (learn to count and learn to rank) strategy to train the simple baseline [48] and effectively facilitate the estimations of density maps.
Context information also plays an important role in crowd counting. Liu et al. [10] design an effective model to encode the full context semantics. Sindagi et al. [34] fuse the scale indications with initial density maps. Li et al. [33] propose a dilation convolution network to enlarge the receptive field to encode more spatial contextual information. Ranjan et al. [49] attempt to combine different estimations from images of different resolution, making full use of the features of different spatial sizes. Zhang et al. [50] fuse the information from different views, taking advantage of various spatial information.
Though recent detection/localization-based and regressionbased methods have achieved impressive results, counting in dense regions with people of small scales is still an open issue. We aim to mitigate such problem by proposing a learn to scale (L2S) module which automatically select and rescale dense regions into similar scale levels (via an unsupervised clustering using the center loss). This improves the counting accuracy and also provides precise person locations using the proposed distance label map representation for the localization-based AutoScale.
Scaling in vision tasks
Scaling plays an important role in many vision tasks, e.g., object detection [51] , [52] , [53] and fine-grained classification [54] , [55] . Singh et al. [51] propose a method called scale normalization of image pyramid by selecting objects with relative similar scales. Therefore, the severe domain adaptation caused by scale variation is mitigated, and it is easier for recognition. Instead of processing an entire image pyramid, SINPER [52] processes context regions around ground-truth instances at the appropriate scale. Najibi et al. [53] attempt to design an efficient algorithm to automatically focus on small objects that are usually hard to detect, then process them at finer scales. In the field of fine-grained classification, zooming in attended regions is an effective method to better recognize specific objects. For example, Zheng et al. [54] propose an attention method to search for key regions with important features for specific fine-grained classes and zoom in the regions to see better. Similar to [54] , Recasens et al. [55] also attempt to find salient regions and zoom in them for better fine-grained object classification. It is noteworthy to mention that STN [56] also changes the original scales by learning parameters of affine transformation without specific supervision. Most existing methods [17] , [55] , [56] involving scaling operations mainly implicitly find attended or important regions and rescale them to regions of fixed size (or at a fixed zooming rate) for better detection or recognition. The proposed AutoScale differs from those existing methods in scaling purpose, motivation, and computation of scale factor. AutoScale aims to explicitly select dense regions and rescale them into similar scale levels, alleviating the pattern shifts and thus facilitating counting in dense regions. Specifically, AutoScale leverages the center loss to perform unsupervised clustering that automatically generates scale factors, bringing all dense regions into similar scale levels.
LEARN TO SCALE FOR CROWD COUNTING

Overview
Scale variation poses great challenges to crowd counting, especially in the dense regions containing person heads of small sizes. People in dense regions are different from people in sparse regions, resulting in severe pattern shifts (see Fig. 1 ) and thus making it difficult to accurately count in both spare and dense regions. Naturally, zooming in the dense regions to appropriate scales is an intuitive and effective solution for accurate counting in dense regions. Indeed, this is consistent with the rational behavior when humans count. As shown in Fig. 2 , for a given crowd image, it is easy to directly count the large heads in sparse regions. Whereas, for dense regions composed of crowded small heads, we are prone to zoom in the region for more accurate counting.
We propose to mimic such human behavior that zooms in dense regions for accurate crowd counting. Specifically, for humans, we know the ideal zooming rates when we reach appropriate scales for accurate counting. Yet, there is no such information to supervise the network to produce appropriate scale factors for dense regions. Instead, we propose a learning to scale (L2S) module, acting as an unsupervised clustering that leverages the center loss to rescale all dense regions into similar scale levels. This alleviates the severe pattern shifts caused by significant scale variations. The proposed method with L2S module is aptly named AutoScale. We first apply such L2S module into a model that regresses density maps for crowd counting and demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed L2S. Besides, we also propose a localization-based AutoScale with L2S for not only accurately counting crowd but also providing precise head locations. For that, we propose a novel distance label map representation based on the binary point annotation. We also introduce an adapted cross-entropy loss to better learn the proposed distance label map representation, further boosting the localization accuracy.
Both the regression and localization-based AutoScale with L2S are end-to-end trainable. The overall framework is depicted in Fig. 3 . The whole pipeline consists of two parts: 1) Counting network based on a widely used backbone (e.g., FPN [22] in There are two major modules: 1) the basic counting module f θ dedicated for both initial prediction Y i on original image I and re-prediction Y d on the rescaled dense region I d for both regression-based and localization-based counting; 2) the L2S module that generates an appropriate scale factor r d to rescale the selected dense region R d for refining count on the dense region
this paper) for the estimations of density maps or distance label maps; 2) L2S dedicated for generating appropriate scale factors for selected dense regions. We first detail the key L2S module in Section 3.2, followed by regression-based and localization-based counting with L2S in Section 3.3 and 3.4, respectively.
Learn to scale
Learning to scale aims to modulate dense regions of different scales to similar and appropriate scale levels, which tackles the problem of huge scale variations in crowd counting. For a given image, humans are prone to zoom in the dense region to a finer scale such that the heads of people become clear for us to count. Inspired by such rational human behavior, we attempt to use CNNs to mimic such behavior which rescales different dense regions at appropriate factors. Precisely, for a given region R, we define a scale level S for R via ground-truth as
where d i denotes the distance between i-th person and its nearest person in R, and P R stands for the overall number of people in the region R. For a given dataset consisting of N R regions to be rescaled, we target scaling each region of interest R i (i = 1, 2, . . . , N R ) such that the scale level of each rescaled region approaches a similar scale S. For that, we need to generate an appropriate scale factor r i for each region R i . However, there is no explicit target scale factor suggesting how much the region R i should be zoomed and also no target similar scale level S indicating which scale level to approach. Therefore, we propose a learn to scale module that acts as an unsupervised clustering by using the center loss on scale levels. Specifically, for each region R i (i = 1, 2, . . . , N R ) to be rescaled, we attempt to generate a corresponding scale factor r i .
We apply a simple CNN consisting of three 3 × 3 convolutional layers and two fully connected layers on the backbone feature of region R i to produce r i , which is then used to rescale the region R i via bilinear upsampling. Such L2S module is learned using the following training objective in terms of the center loss on scale levels
where M refers to the number of dense regions in every T iterations for parameter updating and S i refers to the scale level of region R i following Eq. (1). It is worth noting that the gradients are back-propagated through r i as well as S. The derivative of L s with respect to r i is given as follows:
The center of scale level S is also learnable rather than manually set. We first randomly initialize S. Then, we follow the standard process of updating the center:
where α is the learning rate for updating the center. The L2S is a simple yet effective module that can improve the performance of both regression-based method and localizationbased method for counting in dense regions. We detail the proposed regression-based and localization-based AutoScale using L2S for crowd counting in the following.
Regression-based counting
Regression model: We first follow the mainstream crowd counting methods that frame the counting problem as a density map regression task. Precisely, For a fair comparison with previous works, we adopt VGG16-based FPN [22] as the backbone network and discard the last pooling layer and all following fully connected layers. Following [33] , [46] , we also discard the pooling layer between stage4 and stage5 to preserve sufficient spatial information for accurate counting. As shown in Fig. 3 , the FPN-based backbone for counting first generates an initial density map where the estimation is relatively accurate in the sparse regions. Yet, for the dense regions, it is usually difficult to accurately regress the density maps. This is because that the target ground-truth density map is given by the sum of severely overlapped Gaussian blobs, which results in multiple various density patterns different from that of sparse regions. We propose to apply the L2S module on the dense regions to rescale all dense regions into similar scale levels, alleviating the severe pattern shifts and thus improving the counting accuracy. To this end, we first threshold the initially predicted density map with twice of its mean density on the whole image, yielding a set of connected regions having density larger than twice of the mean value. Then we box out the maximum connected region as the selected dense region R d for each image. We then re-estimate the density map for the selected dense region R d . For that, we crop the backbone feature on R d and pool the cropped feature to the size of 14 × 14, which is then fed into the L2S module. The L2S module generates a scale factor r d to rescale the dense region R d . We re-estimate the density map for R d by applying the same counting network sharing parameters with the initial prediction on the rescaled region image I d .
The final count is made of initially predicted density map and the re-predicted density map. Specifically, we replace the initial prediction on selected dense region R d by the re-estimated density maps on its rescaled region I d . Note that if the size of the maximal region is smaller than a proportion J r of the input image size, no dense region is selected, implying that the underlying image mainly contains sparse regions for which the initial density map prediction is accurate enough.
Training objective for regression model: In the training phase of regression-based counting model, we follow previous density map regression methods to train the counting network. Specifically, we adopt Mean Square Error (MSE) loss function to optimize the counting network, given by
where D andD are the ground-truth and predicted density map, respectively. It is noteworthy to mention that we adopt an online ground-truth update for the density map re-prediction on selected dense regions. Precisely, we first rescale the binary annotation in terms of points on selected dense region according to the estimated scale factor. Then we regenerate its corresponding ground-truth density map on the rescaled binary map using the same Gaussian kernel as for the initial ground-truth density map on the whole image.
The total training objective L D for optimizing the whole density regression-based crowd counting model is given by
where L i m and L d m stands for the MSE loss for the initial prediction and re-prediction on the selected dense region using Eq. (5), L s is the center loss (see Eq. (2)) involved in optimizing the L2S module, and λ 1 is a hyper-parameter.
Localization-based counting
Though regression-based counting provides accurate count, it does not indicate the exact person locations. Whereas, the location information is also important in many applications such as person tracking and general crowd analysis. In this section, we detail the proposed localization-based counting using a novel distance label map (learned with a novel adapted cross-entropy loss) to represent person head locations. More specifically, we first transform the binary head location annotation into a distance map through distance transformation. Then we divide the range of distances into different categories, resulting in a distance label map (see Fig. 4 ). The head locations correspond to local maxima of such distance label map. In consequence, we frame the localizationbased counting problem as a dense pixel-wise classification problem, which is similar to semantic segmentation. We also resort to L2S to improve the localization accuracy in dense regions.
Generation of distance label map:
We first apply the distance transformation [57] on the original annotation in terms of binary head location map. Then we classify the obtained distance map into a distance class label map C by assigning different distance ranges to different classes. In this paper, the total number of distance classes N c is set to 11. An example of generating such distance class label map C is shown in Fig. 4 . The label in each pixel defines a distance level respect to its nearest head locations. Note that pixels near head locations have smaller distance label and pixels far away from head locations have larger distance label, ensuring that the distance label blobs represent different heads without overlaps.
Different from the existing method [23] that localizes Gaussian blob local maxima where the Gaussion blobs are blur and the localization is interfered by the severe overlaps between nearby heads, the adopted distance label maps are more discriminative and there is no overlap between nearby heads. On the other hand, compared to the binary classification method [17] that directly localizes the head position, distance label maps also provides scale information via the geometrical meaning of each class, which indicates approximate distance to the corresponding nearest head.
Localization model: We adopt the similar pipeline (see Fig. 3 ) described in Section 3.3 for regression-based counting. We simply change the output target from density maps to distance label maps. The counting network is responsible for classifying each pixel into different class labels, which provides initial distance label map. Similarly, this initial distance label map prediction is accurate in sparse regions, but has difficulty in dense regions. In fact, since nearby heads in dense regions lie very close to each other, making the predicted labels prone to be the same which hinders the accurate localization via local minima of distance label maps. To address this, we also leverage the proposed L2S. Specifically, we threshold the initially predicted distance label map by selecting pixels having class labels smaller than c (set to 8), forming a set of candidate dense regions. We select the maximal connected region and regard its bounding box as the dense region R d for the underlying image. Similarly to above regression-based counting with L2S, we crop the backbone feature on R d and resize it to the spatial size of 14 × 14. The L2S takes the resized feature and outputs a scale factor r d for rescaling R d . The rescaled region image I d is then fed into the same counting network sharing parameters with initial distance label map prediction, leading to a re-predicted distance label map for the selected dense region
The final output is given by the sum of number of local minima in initially predicted distance label map on sparse regions and the number of local minima in re-predicted distance label map on the selected dense region. Note that we also discard the selected dense region whose size is smaller than a proportion J l of the input image size.
Training objective for localization model: In the training phase of localization-based counting model, we propose an adapted cross-entropy loss function to optimize localization-based counting network. Specifically, the counting network outputs a N c channel probability map P r that classifies each pixel into a corresponding label category, where r means the selected dense regions. Since each label category has an explicit meaning that indicates the approximate distance between the underlying pixel p and its nearest head, we could weight the cross-entropy loss based on the probability of each label category and the corresponding absolute difference with the ground-truth label value. The adapted cross-entropy loss L ce for distance label map classification is given by
where P r(p) i denotes the probability of i-th label class on pixel p. This adapted cross-entropy loss further forces the predicted distance label map on each pixel close to the real distance class label. It is noteworthy that for the re-prediction on selected dense regions, the ground-truth distance label maps are regenerated online for the rescaled dense regions. This ensures that the close and similar distance labels on selected dense regions can be distinguished after rescaling.
The total training objective L C for optimizing the whole localization-based model based on distance class label map representation is givn by
where L i ce and L d ce refers to the adapted cross-entropy loss for the initial distance class label map prediction and re-prediction on the selected dense region using Eq. (7), L s is the center loss for scale factor learning given by Eq. (2) optimizing the L2S module, and λ 2 is a hyper-parameter.
EXPERIMENTS
Datasets and evaluation protocol
We conduct experiments on the ShanghaiTech [8] Part A and Part B, as well as the very dense UCF-QNRF [23] datasets to demonstrate the effectiveness of both the proposed regressionbased and localization-based crowd counting with L2S. Besides, we also conduct the experiment on the TRANCOS [58] dataset using the proposed distance label map representation, demonstrating its superiority in vehicle localization and counting. Evaluation protocol We follow standard metrics widely adopted in previous works to evaluate the proposed AutoScale, including mean average error (MAE) and mean squared error (MSE) which are defined as
where N I denotes the number of total images in a dataset, P i and P i are the ground-truth and predicted number of people in each image.
To evaluate the localization accuracy of the localization-based AutoScale, we also adopt the common metric employed by previous works [16] , [17] , [23] , that is, precision, recall, and F-measure.
Implementation details
For experiments on the UCF-QNRF dataset consisting of highresolution images, we first downsample the images to ensure that the longer side is smaller than 1024 (resp. 2048) for regressionbased (resp. localization-based) AutoScale in order to mitigate
Hyper-parameter
Regression-based AutoScale Localization-based AutoScale Area ratio threshold (Jr and J l ) for dense region selection 0. the huge resolution variations. The original image size is used for experiments on the other datasets. We follow the procedure described in Section 2.1 to generate ground-truth density maps for the regression-based AutoScale, using different spread parameters σ, which are set to 4, 8, and 6 on the ShanghaiTech Part A, ShanghaiTech Part B, and UCF-QNRF dataset, respectively. For the localization-based AutoScale, we produce the ground-truth distance label maps as described in Section 3.4 and depicted in Fig. 4 for all involved datasets. During the training phase, original or downsampled images are fed to the network with data augmentations including horizontal flipping, adding noise, and random scaling. The settings for all involved hyper-parameters are depicted in Tab. 1. Specifically, the area ratio threshold J for discarding small dense regions is set to 0.1 and 0.02 for the regression and localization-based AutoScale, respectively. The weight of the center loss L s on scale factors λ 1 in Eq. (6) and λ 2 in Eq. (8) involved in training objective for regression-based and localization-based AutoScale are both set to 1. The parameters in L2S are initialized with Gaussian random values and are updated each epoch. We use Adam [62] to optimize both training objectives with batch size set to 1. The momentum and weight decay are set to 0.95 and 5 × 10 −4 , respectively. The learning rate α for updating the center in Eq. (4) is set to 10 −3 . The learning rate γ for the whole network is set to 10 −7 and 10 −4 for the regression-based and localization-based AutoScale, respectively.
During the test phase, we use the same area ratio threshold J as the training phase. The proposed AutoScale is implemented in Pytorch. All experiments are carried out on a workstation with an Intel Xeon 16-core CPU (3.5GHz), 32GB RAM, and a single Titan Xp GPU.
Experimental comparison
We first evaluate the regression-based AutoScale using L2S. Fig. 5 presents some sample qualitative density maps. Qualitatively, the proposed L2S helps to improve the density map prediction on dense regions, improving the count accuracy. The quantitative comparison with state-of-the-art methods on ShanghaiTech and UCF-QNRF datasets is depicted in Tab. 2. Based on the MAE and MSE metrics, the regression-based AutoScale with L2S outperforms other methods. In particular, the regression-based AutoScale outperforms the state-of-the-art method CAN [ We then evaluate the localization-based AutoScale using L2S. Some qualitative results in terms of distance label maps are illustrated in Fig. 6 . We also show some examples of person localization results in Fig. 7 . Qualitatively, the proposed distance label map representation combined with the introduced adapted cross-entropy loss is effective for localizing people even in desne regions. The proposed L2S effectively improves the localization and thus counting accuracy. The quantitative comparison with For the localization-based AutoScale, we also evaluate the accuracy of localization using some common metrics in terms of precision, recall, and F-measure. We follow the previous work [23] using one to one matching to compute the precision and recall. Specifically, we establish the one-to-one match such that the distance between a given ground-truth person location and its nearest predicted person location is less than a given threshold t d .
To evaluate our AutoScale on the ShanghaiTech Part A dataset, we report in Tab. 3 the results using a set of different distance thresholds: {4, 8, 16} and an adaptive value based on the average distance to K (set to 8) nearest neighbor (KNN) people. As depicted in Tab. 3, the proposed L2S can improve the localization accuracy. Specifically, when a strict one-to-one match (i.e. t d = 4) is used, L2S significantly improves the baseline localization-based model, implying that L2S effectively improves the localization accuracy in dense regions. For the evaluation on the UCF-QNRF dataset, we follow [23] and show the average precision, average recall at different distance thresholds t d , (t d = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 100) pixels in Tab. 4. The localization-based AutoScale achieves high average recall, outperforming the other methods in localizing persons.
Ablation study
We conduct the ablation study mainly on the widely adopted ShanghaiTech Part A dataset. In the following, we study the effectiveness of the proposed L2S module, the proposed distance class label map, and the adapted cross-entropy loss.
Effectiveness of the proposed L2S module. We study the effectiveness of the proposed L2S in both regression-based and localization-based AutoScale for counting. For that, we show the density level distribution of the selected dense regions and rescaled regions via L2S. For a given region R, we compute its density level as the ratio between the total number of person in R and the It is noteworthy that ShanghaiTech Part B is a relatively sparse dataset, and though the proposed L2S aims to improve prediction on dense regions, L2S also achieves important improvements and outperforms state-of-the-art methods on the ShanghaiTech Part B dataset.
To further verify that the improvement is not simply by zooming in dense regions for re-prediction, we conduct experiments by zooming in the selected dense regions at fixed scale factors. We fix the scale factors to 1.5 and 2.0. As shown in Fig. 9 , though zooming in at fixed factors may improve the prediction on dense regions, the proposed L2S outperforms the alternatives using fixed scale factors, which is reasonable. In fact, since the selected regions are usually very dense, zooming in for re-prediction is beneficial for accurate counting. Nevertheless, since the selected dense regions are of different scale levels (see Fig. 8 ), we need adaptive scale factors for a better counting. Indeed, L2S generates adaptive and appropriate scale factors (given by the ratio between the original density level and the re-scaled density level in Fig. 8) , which mitigates the pattern shifts and thus leads to improved counting accuracy. Effectiveness of the adapted cross-entropy loss. Since each label value in the introduced distance label map has a geometrical meaning (i.e., approximate distance to nearest person locations), as described in Section 3.4, we design an adapted cross-entropy loss that fully leverages the predicted probability distribution on each pixel. This results in more accurate predicted distance lab maps. As shown in Fig. 10 and Tab. 5, the proposed adapted crossentropy loss significantly improves classical cross-entropy loss in predicting distance label maps. Specifically, for the localization model without L2S (resp. with L2S), the adapted cross-entropy loss improves the results by 6.6 (resp. 5.7) in MAE and 9.4 (resp., 15.5) in MSE.
Effectiveness
Cross-dataset validation
Since scene variation usually leads to significant performance drop, cross-dataset evaluation gradually attracts more attention in crowd counting [36] , [41] , [68] . In practice, a crowd counting method with strong generalizibility is usually expected. To verify the transferability of the proposed AutoScale, we evaluate the performance of the AutoScale under different cross-dataset validations.
As depicted in Tab. 6, both the regression-based and localization-based AutoScale with L2S outperform state-of-theart methods under cross-dataset evaluation, which demonstrates the good generalizability of the proposed AutoScale. Specifically, the regression-based AutoScale with L2S outperforms RRSP [36] (resp. D-ConvNet-v1 [ It can be observed that when UCF-QNRF transferring to ShanghaiTech Part A or ShanghaiTecPart B the improvement of L2S is not as significant as that on Part A crossing to UCF-QNRF. An important factor is that UCF-QNRF dataset is a large-scale dataset consisting of images of different scenes compared with ShanghaiTech datasets. Therefore, when training on the largescale dataset and testing on the relatively small dataset, a relative desirable performance could be achieved.
Evaluation on vehicle counting
We also conduct an experiment on vehicle counting to further demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed distance label map representation and adapted cross-entropy loss other than on crowd counting. For that, we conduct experiments on the TRANCOS dataset [58] . We evaluate the proposed method using the associated metric Grid Average Mean Absolute Error (GAM E) for this dataset, given by
where N I is the number of images in the testing set, P j i andP j i are the ground-truth and predicted count result of the j-th region in the i-th input image, and n means that we evenly divide the whole image into 4 n non-overlapping regions. The GAM E(n) is the sum of MAE in each of these non-overlapping regions. Note that GAM E(0) is equivalent to the M AE metric in Eq. (9). Some qualitative results in terms of distance label maps are illustrated in Fig. 11 . Using the baseline FPN model with distance label maps and adapted cross-entropy loss accurately localizes and counts the vehicles. The quantitative comparison with some state-of-the-art methods on this dataset is depicted in Tab. 7. The proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-art methods under GAM E0, GAM E1, and GAM E2 evaluations, and performs competitively with other methods under GAM E3 evaluation. It is noteworthy that PSDNN adopt ResNet101 as the backbone, which is in general more powerful than VGG16 adopted in the proposed method. This further confirms the effectiveness of the proposed distance label map representation and adapted cross-entropy loss in localizing vehicles other than people.
Failure case
Though both the regression and localization-based AutoScale improve the counting accuracy on dense regions in most cases. GT There are still some problems on very difficult images such as incorrect prediction on noisy background and very dense regions. Some failure cases are shown in Fig. 12 . In the first row, the initial prediction has difficulty in noisy background region (containing "fake" people that do not count), leading to inappropriate dense region selection. Zooming in the noisy background region results in uncontrollable count. Another case of unsatisfied counting is shown in the second row, where there are more than one very dense regions. Since the proposed AutoScale selects the largest desne region to rescale and refine the count, we still need to improve the count on the other dense regions. Therefore, it requires further exploration of the dense region selection methods.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel learn to scale (L2S) module to alleviate the huge pattern shifts caused by scale variation in crowd counting. The proposed L2S acts in an unsupervised clustering way that leverages the center loss to bring all dense regions to similar and appropriate scale levels for accurate counting. This is consistent with the rational human behavior which directly count on sparse regions and zoom in at a reasonable rate then count on dense regions. The effectiveness of L2S is validated on both density regression method and a novel localization-based method for crowd counting. Besides, we also introduce the distance label map representation and a dedicated adapted cross-entropy loss function to accurately localize people in addition to count people. Extensive experiments on three challenging datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed L2S module and superior performance of the proposed localization-based counting in localizing people. Besides, both the proposed density map regression AutoScale and localization-based AutoScale with L2S achieve appealing performance on the cross-dataset evaluation which shows a strong transferability in crowd counting. Furthermore, the localizationbased AutoScale also performs very competitively with other methods in localizing and counting vehicles other than crowd.
In the future, we would like to explore other crowd analysis tasks based on the accurate count and localization of people. It is also worth exploring the use of such L2S module on other vision tasks than crowd or vehicle counting and localization.
